
board books

978-1-78628-839-4 Weather
978-1-78628-836-3 Colours
978-1-78628-838-7 Shapes
978-1-78628-837-0 Numbers

BOARD     Price: £5.99    Size: 180 x 180mm    Extent: 14pp    Age: 1-3

      Curious Cat  –  May 2023
         Airlie Anderson
Cat and her family return to our bookshelves in a new series introducing 
basic concepts. Babies will love the bold colours and enjoy listening to  
a reader share the simple text with them.

These kittens are
playing in the rain. 

It’s so wet!

Here is a kitten 
Here is a kitten

Rectangle
What shape is kitten sitting on? 

Here are
4 kittens

1

2

3

4

Red  

are looking for their brothers.

Here they are!

This kitten
is orange

blue

yellow

and 
green kitten

This kitten
is purple

ColoursColours

Airlie Anderson

Colours

Curious
Cat

NEW

We’re delighted to introduce some of our fantastic new and 
upcoming titles for 2023, with a wide range of stimulating  

and exciting topics, plus some sneak peeks from our awesome 
authors and illustrators, as well as some new names!

2023 TITLES
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978-1-78628-844-8 City
978-1-78628-845-5 Home
978-1-78628-846-2 Park
978-1-78628-847-9 Beach

BOARD     Price: £5.99    Size: 203 x 203mm    Extent: 14pp    Age: 1-3

      Raccoon Rambles  –  July 2023
         Jo Byatt
Join Raccoon on a walk around some of their favourite places. 
A celebration of life’s simple pleasures and the joy of individual 
experiences. The route map at the end of each book can be used 
to develop recollection and sequencing skills. 

NEW

978-1-78628-750-2 Loved
978-1-78628-749-6 Surprised
978-1-78628-748-9 Happy
978-1-78628-747-2 Sad
978-1-78628-746-5 Angry
978-1-78628-745-8 Scared

BOARD     Price: £5.99    Size: 203 x 203mm    Extent: 14pp    Age: 1-3

      Emotions  –  July 2023
         Paula Bowles
Developed in conjunction with a child psychologist, these board books 
focus on the six main emotions experienced by very young children.  
Featuring non-gendered characters and avoiding stereotypical 
associations of colour and emotion, each book focuses on a single 
emotion and coping strategies are discussed where necessary. 
Written with both neurodivergent and neurotypical readers in mind.

NEW

Sometimes I’m surprised even though 
I know what will happen 

And I love pop-up surprises! 

I’m cross 
with 

everyone!

i l lustrated by Paula Bowles

LOVED
When I fee l

i l lustrated by Paula Bowles

SURPRISED
When I fee l

i l lustrated by Paula Bowles

SAD
When I fee l

i l lustrated by Paula Bowles

SCARED
When I fee l

Raccoon RamblesRaccoon RamblesRaccoon Rambles

Jo Byatt

Home

Raccoon Rambles

by Jo Byatt

Beach
Raccoon RamblesRaccoon Rambles

i l lustrated by Paula Bowles

HAPPY
When I fee l

i l lustrated by Paula Bowles

ANGRY
When I fee l

Raccoon Rambles

by Jo Byatt

City
Raccoon Rambles

Raccoon Rambles

by Jo Byatt

Park
Raccoon RamblesRaccoon RamblesRaccoon Rambles

Raccoon Rambles
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NEW

NEW

PICTURE BOOKS

On the same leaf, on the same day, 
two VERY different caterpillars 
hatched, side by side. 

One was called Zip

and the other, 
Parsley.

Zip liked to plan,

while Parsley just dived right in.

“HANG ON, Parsley!” 
cried Zip.

“If we don’t plan our food, 
we could run out of...”

Cat and her kittens play in the leaves.Cat and her kittens play in the leaves.

Next, fall turns...

9 781786 2862229 781786 284754

ISBN 978-1-78628-475-4 

Barcode for Don't Bug Me SC  (Lettuce book)  
This headings does not print
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For the Love of Lettuce

Courtney Dicmas

For the Love of

Lettuce
Two caterpillars approach life in very different ways.  

Zip likes to plan, but doesn’t like change, while Parsley is happy 
to live in the moment.  How will they cope in the face 

of sudden and unexpected change?

This hilarious adventure is a lively introduction to adaptability, 
problem-solving, resilience, and mutual understanding.

For the Love of Lettuce Soft Cover.indd   1For the Love of Lettuce Soft Cover.indd   1 11/08/2022   12:1911/08/2022   12:19

SOFT COVER   ISBN: 978-1-78628-475-4   Price: £7.99   Size: 250 x 250mm   Extent: 32pp   Age: 3-6

SOFT COVER   ISBN: 978-1-78628-623-9   Price: £7.99   Size: 220 x 285mm   Extent: 32pp   Age: 3-8

NEW

NEW

 
So Many Different, 
Beautiful Ways to Be 

Tall 
or small 
or in between, 
leafy or bare 
or evergreen,
soft or spiky,
swaying or still,
on a city street 
or alone on a hill,
or side by side
in a forest family.
So many different, 
beautiful ways 
to be 
a tree.
Or you. 
Or me.

Pine,  Oak, Oyamel
Pine, oak, and oyamel trees,
Mexican forest, blue and green. 
Millions of monarch butterflies fluttering 
thousands of miles from north to south,
till the blue-green forest is dressed 
in orange cloaks of butterflies resting.

Joshua  Tree 

In a thirsty land 
of rock and sand, 
hot and dry
under a fierce blue sky,
we desert trees grow tall,
spiny, spiky, prickly,
tickled by giant scorpions,
centipedes, millipedes, 
lines of ants 
and tarantulas scuttling.

Cold are the nights, 
but the stars are bright!

SOFT COVER   ISBN: 978-1-78628-682-6   Price: £7.99   Size: 268 x 245mm   Extent: 32pp   Age: 3-7

      Tree Whispers  –  February 2023 
         Mandy Ross, illustrated by Juliana Oakley
“Our leaves rustle, Our roots whisper. Shhhh… listen… If you were a tree, what 
would you whisper to me?” Mandy Ross explores our relationship with trees in this 
celebration of the natural world. The collection of poems covers many themes 
and perspectives, with an overarching message that we must treasure our trees!

      For The Love of Lettuce  –  January 2023 
         Courtney Dicmas
Two caterpillars approach life in very different ways. Zip likes to plan, but doesn’t like 
change, while Parsley is happy to live in the moment. A hilarious adventure, which  
can be used to talk to children about conflict resolution and the nature of change.

      Cat’s Seasons  –  January 2023 
      Airlie Anderson
In this sequel to the beloved Cat’s Colours, Cat and her family take in the seasons...
and borrow some of their rich colours, too! A charming introduction to the beauty
of natural cycles.

NEW

CAT’S SEASONSFollow Cat and her kittens as they experience 

the different seasons, absorbing all that they bring. 

A charming, deceptively simple story about

making the most of the world around us 

and giving something back in return.

Child
’s P

la
y

®
CAT’S SEASONS

A
irlie A

nderson

Airl ie Anderson
9 781786 286239

ISBN 978-1-78628-623-9 

Barcode for Cat's Seasons SC  
This headings does not print

CS_SoftCvr.indd   1CS_SoftCvr.indd   1 21/09/2022   16:4221/09/2022   16:42
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NEW

SOFT COVER   ISBN:  978-1-78628-473-0  Price: £7.99   Size: 250 x 250mm   Extent: 32pp   Age: 3-7

      The Welcome Blanket  –  July 2023 
         Phoebe Swan
A newly-arrived family receives a warm welcome from their neighbours when 
they’re presented with a quilt that the supportive community has made for them. 
A diverse range of different embroidery techniques and materials from around the 
world are used, illustrating that every culture has unique and traditional methods 
of creating art. An affirmative story, celebrating cultural diversity, strong communities 
and our creative heritage.

978-1-78628-840-0 Little Red Riding Hood
978-1-78628-841-7 Jack and the Beanstalk
978-1-78628-842-4 Three Little Pigs
978-1-78628-843-1 Golidlocks and the Three Bears

SOFT COVER     Price: £6.99    Size: 203 x 203mm    Extent: 24pp    Age: 2-6

      Flip-Up Fairy Tales  –  July 2023
         Illustrated by Subi Bosa, Tatsiana Burgaud and Pat Corrigan
Child’s Play’s beloved and best-selling fairy tales, now reimagined 
for a new generation of children! Guess what’s under each flap, then  
lift it to move the action forward. Fairy tales like these are a valuable 
part of the English curriculum as they introduce children to simple 
storytelling techniques and elements!

NEW

Flip-up fairy tales

illustrated by Subi Bosa

Little Red 
Rid i ng Hood

illustrated by

Pat Corrigan

Three 
Little Pigs

illustrated by 

Tatsiana Burgaud

 Jack and the

Beanstalk
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NON-FICTION
      Life on the Thames  –  May 2023 
          Emma Shoard
An exquisitely illustrated journey along Britain’s best-known river, from source to sea. 
Emma has spent much of her life actually living on the Thames, and this is her personal 
notebook filled with her many encounters with a variety of creatures for whom it is also 
home. Incorporating historical notes and environmental challenges for the future, 
this book is a gift that any young wildlife enthusiast will treasure.

Water voles are another secretive resident of the riverbank, 
sheltering from predators among the reeds and burrowing
into the soft mud to make their homes.  This species of 
rodent likes dense vegetation to build in and hide away, 
but water vole numbers are worryingly low.  Riverside 
developments have ‘tidied up’ the riverbank, creating hard,
artificial barriers against the water; while rising numbers 
of predators, (including the American mink, introduced to 
the countryside by humans), have also threatened water 
voles’ survival.  Conservation work is being done to create
more safe, wild spaces.

Populations can be seen in a few places along the Upper 
Thames, particularly between Lechlade and the Chimney 
Meadows nature reserve.  If we find a quiet spot, we might 
just see movement on the opposite bank, as water voles 
plop into the water and swim through the weeds on the
surface.   They have small eyes, and like otters, their fur 
is thick and buoyant, fluffed with air to stay waterproof 
and warm.

River Thames 001-068 DECEMBER NEW ORDER.indd   14River Thames 001-068 DECEMBER NEW ORDER.indd   14 12/12/2022   09:3412/12/2022   09:34

Water voles can be mistaken for rats, but actually 
look quite different.  Voles are smaller, with rounder 
faces.  Their furry paws, tail and hidden ears are 
brown, while rats’ paws, tail and ears are pink.

Water voleRat

River Thames 001-068 DECEMBER NEW ORDER.indd   15River Thames 001-068 DECEMBER NEW ORDER.indd   15 12/12/2022   09:3412/12/2022   09:34

Edited by fran

You may think this is where wildlife makes way for 
civilisation, but the Thames is one of the cleanest ur-
ban rivers in Europe, and the life we have seen so far 
continues through the city and out to the sea. It wasn’t 
always the case. In the 1950s, much of the Thames was 
declared ‘biologically dead’, lacking oxygen, vital to 
support fish and plant life. Without organisms lower on 
the food chain, larger animals had nothing to eat either. 
How did things get so bad? Human behaviour.

Through London’s history, the Thames has been used 
as a sewer, which was fine when the population was 

small, but as we spread, building on marsh and farm-
land, and moving from the country to the city, it be-
came a very smelly problem. People also dumped all 
kinds of rubbish into the river and eventually it was 
completely polluted. ‘The Great Stink’ of 1858, when 
the smell almost shut down the Houses of Parliament, 
forced the introduction of a proper sewer, but that only 
solved part of the problem. In the following 100 years, 
power stations and factories built in the city centre 
caused the river to be polluted again. This was bad for 
people’s health, as well as the remaining wildlife.

Today, thanks to more than 50 years of hard work, 
learning about and protecting the river, fish, waterfowl 
and even seals have returned! The London Thames has 
been a source of food and water, a highway, a drain 
and a dump, an ice rink and a fairground, but now it 
feels like the river is entering a more peaceful time.

Size: 225 x 300mm   Extent: 68pp   Age: 5-9
978-1-78628-570-6   Soft Cover        £9.99 
978-1-78628-471-6   Hard Cover      £12.99
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OCEAN

SINTASHTA - Petrovka (Armenia) to the Urals

2200 - 1800 BC The Sintashta culture drove the first chariots  
from the arid Kazakh steppes to the fertile marshlands alongside  
the Ural and Tobol rivers.

CELTS - North-East Europe to Cornwall/Ireland

In 900 BC the Celts rode from Austria to Spain on their stocky but 
speedy horses. 

SILK ROAD - Ferghana Valley to Beijing

138 BC Zhang Quin of the Chinese Han Dynasty began to  
trade silk for the ‘Heavenly Horses’, from the Ferghana Valleys  
in Persia. These beautiful, smooth-gaited Heavenly Horses  
were hugely popular with the cavalry and with Court Ladies.

SARMATIANS - Macedonia to Hadrian’s Wall

In 175 the Roman Emperor, Marcus Aurelius, sent 5,500 Sarmatian 
warriors to Britain. The Sarmatian female warriors were called 
Amazons. The Sarmatians were incredible horse riders, riding hardy, 
handsome Kabardian horses. The Sarmatian women, men  
and horses settled in Britain after the Roman Empire collapsed. 

MOORS - Barbary Coast to Gibraltar

In 711 the Moors crossed the Strait of Gibraltar to the Iberian 
Peninsula. They brought guitars, books, oranges, astronomy and horses: 
the quick, sharp Barb. Barbs were bred with native Iberian horses.

CRUSADES - England to Jerusalem 
In 1140 Queen Eleanor rode to Constantinople on the second Crusade with  
300 ladies on their destriers. They returned with majestic Nisean horses.

COLUMBUS - Spain to Hispaniola 
1493 Christopher Columbus arrived on the island of Hispaniola in the West 
Indies, bringing smooth-gaited jennets with him. The Conquistadors followed, 
arriving in 1519, returning the horse back to North America, after its extremely 
long absence. 

FIRST FLEET - UK to Botany Bay

1788 The First Fleet arrived in Australia’s Botany Bay. Only seven horses 
survived the three-month sea journey from England. Safe arrival wasn’t the  
end of their troubles: now the horses had to survive in their tough new terrain.

Hispaniola, 
West Indies

Macedonia

Hadrian’s 
Wall

asia

oceania

Horse breeds rarely had 
names before the Middle Ages. 
Instead, humans chose the 
type of horse they needed. 
For instance, the destrier was 
a strong, spirited Northern 
European horse. Just right for 
a knight.The jennet was an 
elegant, smooth-gaited horse. 
Ideal for an aristocrat. 

Breeding developed as humans 
tried to create specific horses 
for specific jobs. Breeds were 
often named after the places 
near which they were born.
Let’s travel around the world 
to meet some of these breeds 
such as the leaping Lipizzaner, 
the crag climbing Peruvian 
Paso and the flamboyant 
festival ponies of the Indonesian 
Islands. 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

Armour was first worn by  
the Celts. It was made from the 

trimmings off their ponies hooves.
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Known as ‘The Smartest Horse on Earth’, Beautiful 
 Jim Key was the biggest act at the St Louis World  
Fair of 1904. He could count, spell and use the 
telephone. He was even trusted to go to the bank  
and return with the right sum of money. Jim was 
trained by Dr. William Key, a former slave and a  
self-taught vet, who campaigned tirelessly for the  
kind treatment of animals.

In 1724 Sham, meaning ‘Sun’, was born at the Sultan’s Palace in 
Yemen. The Sultan generously presented Sham as a gift to Louis 
XV of France, who thought the horse was ugly and worthless, 
sending him to work as a carthorse on the streets of Paris. 
Englishman Edward Coke, whilst visiting the city, saw tremendous 
potential in the wretched beast and bought him. Coker returned 
Sham to his former glory, before selling him to the 2nd Earl of 
Godolphin, who re-named him Godolphin. He was one of the 
three Arabian stallions used to create the Thoroughbred.

BEAUTIFUL
JIM KEY GODOLPHIN

Bucephalus was a huge black Thessalian 
stallion with a reputation for eating people. 
No one would go near him. Apart from 
Alexander the Great. He turned the horse’s 
head towards the sun and being scared  
of his own shadow (as are a lot of horses)  
the beast was tamed.

BUCEPHALUS

Finder’s Key’s career began on the racetrack. But of  
the four races he ran, his best result was fifth place.  
A canny horse whisperer reckoned Finder would  
perform better on screen. Like many stars, Finder is  
prone to throwing tantrums and having hissy fits. But,  
oh how he loves the camera! And the camera loves  
him: Finder has starred in several films, including  
Seabiscuit, Zorro and the wonderful War Horse.

FINDER'S
KEY

We have met many different 
horses and ponies that have 
been bred to perform different 
tasks in various environments.
There are some horses, 
however, who have performed 
incredible tasks beyond those 
that they were bred to do. 

Meet a handful of horses 
of exceptional intelligence, 
stamina, courage and character.

These unique horses have  
all performed remarkable  
and unusual tasks with 
unrivalled trust in their like-
minded human partners.

They have been rewarded for 
this outstanding loyalty. Books 
have been written, films made 
and statues erected to honour 
these super star horses.
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Napoleon loved his horse, 
Marengo. This incredibly brave, 
loyal, small grey Arab was with  
the Emperor through the whole of 
the Napoleonic wars. He galloped 
from the Mediterranean to Paris 
and at the age of nineteen, and 
walked three thousand miles to 
Moscow and back. His skeleton  
is displayed at the National Army 
Museum in Chelsea, England. 

MARENGO

DID YOU KNOW? 

Trigger was a palomino grade horse  
who starred alongside Roy Rogers -  

The Singing Cowboy - in eighty films and 
101 episodes of the Roy Rogers Show. 

When Trigger died, aged 33, Roy Rogers 
had Trigger’s hide removed and made  
into a model. Trigger has since been 
exhibited in such places as the Texan 

Cowboy Hall of Fame.

Horses run away from danger, but Reckless 
ran towards it. Staff Sergeant Reckless is  

the only horse ever to be promoted to the 
rank of sergeant. She carried ammunition  
to the front line during the Korean War,  

and rescued wounded soldiers. She not  
only shared the soldier’s tents but also  

their meals, enjoying scrambled eggs and 
chocolate bars. In Life Magazine’s Top 100 

Heros she was listed alongside Martin Luther 
King, Mother Theresa and Abe Lincoln.

SERGEANT
RECKLESSBamboo Harvester was a Palomino 

American Saddlebred who played  
Mr Ed, the famous talking horse in  
the 1960’s US TV comedy ‘Mr Ed’.

Harvester’s trainer made him appear 
to talk by tickling his lips with a piece 
of string. The bond between trainer 
and horse soon became strong. The 
trainer only had to touch a hoof to 
encourage the clever horse to move  
his mouth as if chatting.

MR. ED

37

SOFT COVER   ISBN: 978-1-78628-807-3   Price: £8.99   Size: 290 x 240mm   Extent: 48pp   Age: 5-9

      Around the World on 80 Horses  –  May 2023 
         Jill Newton
What is a zonkey? How can a horse sleep standing up? Who was the eight-headed 
horse of Indian folklore? Come on a journey around the world and meet 80 unique 
breeds of horses and ponies. Be introduced to incredible equines, both real and 
mythical, that dance, talk, spell, save lives on the battlefield and have even won 
Oscars! Brimming with interesting facts, this book also shows us how horses have 
been used (and often exploited) over six thousand years, and how different our 
world would be without their contribution.

NEW

NEW
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

SOFT COVER   ISBN: 978-1-78628-564-5   Price: £7.99   Size: 268 x 245mm   Extent: 32pp   Age: 3-6

Choices 
Roozeboos
A girl considers her future while she people-watches at her local outdoor pool. 
Choices, both insignificant and life-changing, are all around us. Whether we 
want to make a splash or just dip our toes into new experiences, there’s always 
a decision involved. Profound and humorous, Choices encourages readers 
to value the power behind their thoughts and actions!

“The book’s delightfully curious 
heroine dips her toe into a whirl 
of small choices before it feels 
right to follow her heart on one 
big one.” The New York Times

“Shortlisted for the Klaus Flugge Prize for a debut picture book, this story of a few words 
will stimulate conversation. Set in a lido, it shows the exuberance of summer while exploring 
the decisions young children have to learn to make.”
The Sunday Times

Illustrators Exhibition 
Finalist 2022, Bologna 
Book Fair

Shortlisted for the 2022 
Klaus Flugge Prize

Nominated for the 2023 
Yoto Carnegie Medal for 
Illustration

Golden Pinwheel Finalist

They made a few changes 
so that Elsie’s room was 

ready for a tiger.

Emmet was delighted 
with the results.

There were even underground rooms 
for guests who were used to burrows.

SOFT COVER   ISBN: 978-1-78628-562-1   Price: £7.99   Size: 268 x 245mm   Extent: 32pp   Age: 3-6

Valentine’s Guest House 
Sam Sharland
When a tiger comes to stay at Valentine’s Guest House, the human visitors all
check out. Luckily, the hotel soon starts to fill up again – but with a different
collection of residents, all with new and varied needs. Elsie and her mum
make lots of changes to accommodate the new guests, resulting in a popular,
accessible and unusual guest house! A beautiful picture book about diversity,
inclusivity and empowerment.

“Sharland fully imagines the 
changes that come of Valentine’s 
welcome, making for an animal-
focused portrait of interspecies 
harmony.” Publishers Weekly

AS SEEN IN
THE SUNDAY

TIMES
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Rosa’s Workshop 
Jessica Spanyol
Rosa and her friends return to conduct fun, basic experiments 
involving science, technology, engineering and maths! Follow the 
children through various stages of each experiment, from identifying 
a problem to testing out solutions and making exciting discoveries.

Baby Rhyme Time
Illustrated by Annie Kubler and Sarah Dellow
These well-known songs are perfect for group sessions or peaceful 
bedtime bonding. Lively illustrations of a diverse group of toddlers 
acting out the rhymes encourage participation.

CASED CARD     Price: £6.99     Size: 203 x 203mm    Extent: 18pp     Age: 3-6
978-1-78628-629-1 Rosa Explores the Water Cycle
978-1-78628-630-7 Rosa Explores Life Cycles
978-1-78628-631-4 Rosa’s Big Bird Feeder Experiment
978-1-78628-632-1 Rosa’s Big Shadow Puppet Experiment

9 781786 286321

ISBN 978-1-78628-632-1 

Barcode for Rosa's big Shadow Puppet experiment  
This headings does not print

Rosa’s Big Shadow
 Puppet Experim

ent

Rosa and her friends return for more fun
conducting basic experiments involving 
science, technology, engineering and 
number skills!    
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Books in this series:
Rosa Explores The Water Cycle

Rosa Explores Life Cycles
Rosa’s Big Bird Feeder Experiment

Rosa’s Big Shadow Puppet Experiment 
Rosa’s Big Pizza Experiment

Rosa’s Big Bridge Experiment
Rosa’s Big Boat Experiment

Rosa’s Big Sunflower Experiment Jessica Spanyol9 781786 286314

ISBN 978-1-78628-631-4 

Barcode for Rosa's big Bird feeder experiment  
This headings does not print

Rosa’s Big Bird Feeder Experim
ent

Rosa and her friends return for more fun
conducting basic experiments involving 
science, technology, engineering and 
number skills!  

RO
SA
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O
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P
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y
®
 Jessica Spanyol

Books in this series:
Rosa Explores The Water Cycle

Rosa Explores Life Cycles
Rosa’s Big Bird Feeder Experiment

Rosa’s Big Shadow Puppet Experiment 
Rosa’s Big Pizza Experiment

Rosa’s Big Bridge Experiment
Rosa’s Big Boat Experiment

Rosa’s Big Sunflower Experiment

over the hills and far away.

5 ducks 2-11 alt™ fewer words on sp 5.indd   4-55 ducks 2-11 alt™ fewer words on sp 5.indd   4-5 26/02/2021   14:5926/02/2021   14:59

BOARD     Price: £5.99     Size: 203 x 203mm    Extent: 12pp     Age: 0-3
978-1-78628-579-9 Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
978-1-78628-580-5 If You’re Happy and You Know It! 
978-1-78628-581-2 Pop a Little Pancake!
978-1-78628-582-9 Five Little Ducks

Progressive Preschool 
Awards 2021 Finalist
(Best Preschool 
Publishing Range)

Shortlisted for Teach Primary 
Awards 2022
STEM Category

Summer Reading Challenge 
Book Collection 2022

“Littles who loved the Rosa and Clive series and  
who are ready to learn more of ‘why’ and ‘how’ 
will love these... the beloved Rosa and her friends, 
expanding the inclusive, diverse and gender-equal 
repertoire of the characters to scientific inquiry.”
Youth Services Book Review

Child’s Play New Titles 2023
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Now You See It!
Sarah Dellow
These books use high-contrast patterns and clever die-cut holes to 
reveal the illustrations! A great way to introduce toddlers to shapes, 
patterns and silhouettes.

978-1-78628-584-3 Rainforest
978-1-78628-585-0 River
978-1-78628-586-7 Ocean
978-1-78628-587-4 Meadow

BOARD    Price: £6.99    Size: 180 x 180mm    Extent: 16pp    Age: 1-3   

Look, Touch, Learn 
Illustrated by Charlotte Archer
These colourful, engaging books are perfect for tummy-time sessions! 
Relax side-by-side and point out the illustrations, or peek over the 
book. With tactile features and fluttering elements to blow on! 
Developed in consultation with infant psychologists to ensure that the 
best designs and colours are chosen for optimal visual perception for 
babies from 0-6 months.
LEPORELLO BOARD WITH CASE     
Price: £12.99     Size: 203 x 203mm    Extent: 14pp     Age: 0-6 Months

978-1-78628-626-0 Sky 
978-1-78628-627-7 Sea

UK Sales Office:
Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
320 City Road, London, EC1V 2NZ
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All the products in this catalogue can be ordered from the                            online bookshop: www.childs-play.com

“From sparkling clouds to raised raindrops, this 
board book is an invitation to touch and explore. 
The intentionality of each part and thoughtful 
guidance for caregivers make this a great first 
book for families wondering how best to engage 
their little ones with reading.” Kirkus Reviews

“This is a clever format that allows children to 
explore patterns and the ways that these can 
become recognizable in nature.” 
YA Books Central
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